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Let G be a minimally k-connected graph of order n and size e(G). 
Mader [4] proved th3t (i) c(G)~kn-(‘,+I); (ii) e;G)sk(n-k) if na3k-2, :md the 
complete bipartite graph iKkVn+ is the only minimally k-connected graph of orde; n hnd size 
k(n-k) when ka2 and na3k-1. 
The purpose of the present paper is to determine all minimally k-connected graphs of low 
order and maximal size. For each n such that k f 1 c n G 3k - 2 we prove e(G) s [(n + k)2!8J 
and characterize all minimally k-connected graphs of order n and size [(n + k)2/5]. 
All graphs consictered in this paper are undirected and contain neither loops 
nor multiple edges. We denote the set of the vertices and the set of the edges of 
the graph G by V(G) and E(G), respectively. The r;umber of elements in a set X 
is denoted by 1x1. The number of vertices of G, 1 V(G)I, is called the order of 5. 
A graph of order 1 is said to be trivial. T’he number of edges of G, 1 E (G)I, is 
called the size of G and denoted by e(G). The set of vertices adjacent to a vertex 
x E V(G) is denoted by I-&(x) and L&(X) = II&(x)l is said to be the de&Tee of x. 
enote the edge of G joining the vertices x and y by ix, y). For subsets X and Y 
of V(G), let 
(X, Y) = ((x, y) I x E X, y E Y, (x, \1) E E(G)}. 
The complement of G is denoted by G. Let K, denote the complete graph of 
order n. 
E’cE(G), we write G-E’ fort graph obtained from G 
s belonging to E’. Smilarly, if c V(G), we write G - 
obtained fro-m G by removing the vertices belonging to IV and all edges incident 
to any vertex of If (x, y)~ E(G), let Gxy denote G -((x, y)). 
A graph is connected if any two vertices are joked by a path. A 
disconnected graph. 
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The connectivrty (or vertex-connectivity) K(C) of a graph G is the minimum 
number of vertices whose removal results in a disconnected graph or the trivial 
graph. A graph G is k-connected if K(G) 2 PC. Clearly, every k-connected graph 
has at least k + 1 vertices, and Kk+1 is the only k-connected graph of order k + 1. 
A graph is said to be minimally k-connected if it is k-connected but if any edge 
is omitted the resulting graph is no longer k-connected. 
As usual, let [rJ be the gre<itest integer not exceeding the rer.; number r. 
Most g<raphical terms and notations used in this paper can ‘Je found in [l]. 
Concerning the structure of minimally k-connected graphs, Mader [3] proved 
the following very strong result, which will be used in the sequel. 
a. Let 6 be a minimally k-connected graph and let T be the set of its vertices 
of degree k. Then G - T is a @@sib/y empty ) forest. 
The following theorem determining the maximal size of a minimally k- 
connected graph of high order is due to Mader [4]. 
eorem 1. Let G be a minimally k-connected graph of order n. Then 
49 e(G)< kn - 
(ii) e(G)Sk(n-k) ifn23k---2, 
and the complete hi?artite graph Kk,n-k is the only mi;timally k-connected graph of 
order n and size k(n-k) when ka2 and nzy3k-I. 
The purpose of the present paper is to determine all minimally k-connected 
graphs of low order and maxinlal size. 
In this paper WC consider only the minimally k-connected graphs of low order 
n, k+Isnn33-2. Therefore ka2. 
in what follows we first determine the upper bound L(n -)- k)2/8] on the sizes of 
minimally k-connected graphs of order yt ; we then construct several minimally 
k -cormected graphs of order FI and size l(n + k)2/8J, and finally prove that every 
rn~~jrnally k-connected graph of order 12 am size [(n -i- k &%] is isomorphic to 
one of the minimally k-connected graphs constructed. 
. Let (7 be a vninima!‘ly k-connected graph of order n and size e(G). 2’ 
+l~n~3k-2. then 
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We 5rst calculate e(G). 
Let’T denote the set of vertices of degree k. Then U ;= V(G) - T is the set of 
vertices of degree exceeding k. By the lemma mentioned above, F = G - T is a 
forest. Set u - 1 VI and denote by c the number of components of F. It is well 
known that 
e(F)=u-c. 
Let e’ = e(G - U), i.e., the number of edges 
k. As every vertex in T h;ls degree k and 17’1 
incident only to vertices of 
=n-u, 
I< U, T)l = kh - u) - 2e’. (3) 
Therefore we have 
e(G) =dF)+I(V, T)I+e(G- U? 
=u-c+k(n-u)-2e’+e’ 
-=nk-u(k-1)-c-e’. (4) 
Obviously, to prove (l), it suffices to prove that 
D=(rk+k)*-8e<G)sO, 
i.e., 
D=tt2 -6nk+k’+Su(k-1)+8c+8e’M. (5) 
Clearly u 2 c. We distinguish two cases according as u = c or u > c. 
Case 1: u = c, i.e., F consists of u isolated vertices. Then 
D=n2-6nk+k2-+8uk+8e’ 
=(n-k-2u)‘+-4[2e’-(k-u)(n-u)]. (6) 
Obviously, I(U, T)[~~UIITI=U(~~-U). 
Thus (3) yields 
2e’a (k - U)(FZ - u). 0) 
Consequently by (6) we obtain 14 Z= (n - k - 2u)*~ 0, as required. 
Case 2: u > c, i.e., F has at least one edge. 
Suppose that (x, y) is an edge of F. We write G,, = G -{(x, y)}. By the definiti0.l 
of a minimally k-connected graph, there is a (k - 1)-set S c V(G) such that G,, - S 
has exactly two components, one c)f which contains x and is denoted by C(x),‘and 
the other contains y and is denoted by C(y). Let 
TX =7-n V(CLx)), Ty = 7-n v(eoJH; 
rr, = vn V(C(X)), v, = un v(c(y)’ 
i[t fi3hows from (8) and (9) that 
lUxj lTyl+lUyl Ilr,iW41+l’~yl- ~+lV,l+la*l- 1 
z n-k-1. 
Clearly (V,, Ty ) = (L&, TX) = @. SQ 
INA nI+A PI-WA Iryl~-“l~~l Kl 
Su(n-u)-(n-k--l). 
y (3) we h;*ve 
2e’ := k(n -. u) - I( U, T)I 
W) 
(11) 
~~k(n-u)-[u(n--u‘;l-~n-k-1)] 
=L(FC-cl)(n-u)+(n-k-l~. (12) 
It is not hard to find the f~~llow~ng ~nvenient expression for D in (5). 
~=(~-~-2~+2)*+$~~-1)~~4[2~~-~~-~~~~-~)-~~-~-1~]. (13) 
Taking into amount the fact that c 2 1, (12) and (13) give 
D=+-k-2u+-2)2~01 
as ctaimed. This compktes the proof. U 
l ft is straightfo~ard to verify that 
= [(n + k)2/13J when n=k+l 
and 
when k+2~n~3k--2, 
so we really have improved the upper bound given by Theorem 1. 
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e denote by x1 x2 l . l xl the path passing through vertices xl,. . . ,x1 sequen- 
Pi whose endvertices are x1 and x1. 
ee sets of graphs of order p as follows. 
where -lad#l, pd=O(mod2). 
Az(wO=WI V( ) ={YI, . . l 9 v,l; 4-h) = d + 1, 
G&)=d,j=2,....p; K(W)=d), 
where p-4ada3, pd=l (mod2). 
MP, 4 = Wp, 4 u&Xp, d), 
where 
G(P, d) = @2+ L I v(r72) = (~1, ~21, v(L) = (~3, . . . , y,].; 
&(yj)=d-2, j=3,. . . ,p; K(L)=d--2); 
WP9 a = W2+L -NY,, Y3), (Y2, Y4)) 1 WK,) = {Yl, YJ, 
V(L) =(y3, l = . , y& &(Y3) = &_!yJ = d - 1, 
dL(Yj)=d_2,j=S,. . . VP; K(L)=d-2); 
p=d+4, da2, d=O <mol12). 
Following Harary [2], we can easily show that 
Let US construct graphs, Bi(n, k), i = 1,2,3,4,5, of order n as follows. 
B,(n, k)=@&+HI V(~u)=(x,,. . .,x,,}, HEA,(n-u,k--u)), 
where k+Nns3k--2, u =$(n-k) if n+k=O (mod 4), att=$(n-k)*l if 
n+k=2 (mod 4) (when n=k+2, take ‘-’ only), u=$(n-k&I) if n+k=l 
(mod 2) (when n = k + 1 or 3k -3, take ‘-’ only). 
Ebb, k)=I.G+H-((~I, y,)}l VUQ={x,, . . . ,x& NEA2(n--u, k-u)), 
where k+4sns3k-6,n+k=2 (mod 4), u=$(n-k). 
B&z, k) = (x1 x2 x3 + hi- E A3(n - 3, k - 311, 
where E,, = {(x2, VI>, (~2, y2), (~43, yl), (x3, y2)), n = k + 
x1 ~2 x3 is the path passing throug ~1, x2 and x3, as mentioned abci-c 
k&&t, k) = (x, x:! x3 x4 + 
k+3, ka4, k#5. 
US&z, k) = (x, x1! x3 xq x5 + 
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It is not hard to show that 
ItBAn, k) # 8, i = 1,2,3,4,5, 
and if G EB:,(~ k), then G is minimally k-connected and e(G) = L(n + k)‘lgj. 
So the upper bound [(n + k)2/8j for e(G) given by Theorem 2 is best 
2 2, for each rt such that k + 1 s n s 3 k - 2 there is at least 
one minimally k-connected graph of order n and size I( n + k)2/8j even though 
the graph is restricted within lEB,(np k)). 
Now let us state the last theorem. 
a If G is a minimally k-connected graph of order n and size 
[(n + 1)2/8], k + 1 snn33k-2, then Gd&(n, k) for sDme iE{1,2,3,4,5) (to 
within an isom orphism). 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Thus the problem in [5], which asks for the maximum number of edges in a 
graph G with 
has been completely solved, whe re ~(x, y ; G) denotes the maximum number of 
independent x - y paths of G. 
‘fhe author is grateful to the referees for their suggestions of modifications. 
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